THE COPY FOR
maye be found and that none of theire bookes bee e'uer
printed hereafter.* Fleay1 thought he detected a refer*
ence to this order in CeKa's words: 'since the Ktde wit
that fools have was silenced, the little foolery that wis6
men have makes a great show' (i. 2.8 3-5). The tedious
flyting between the two pamphleteers would be aptly
described as 'the little wit that fools have,* and as the
passage occurs in the section of I. 2. which we have
dated 1599 on other grounds, Fleay may very well be
right in his conjecture, though Celia's expression is
vague enough to refer to almost any kind of inhibition,,
theatrical or literary. We are, however, on more certain
ground with 11. 96—113 in 3. 2. wherein Touchstone
first describes the rhymes which feosalind finds upon a
tree as 'the right butter-women's rank to market* and
then as 'the very false gallop of verses,* and finally asks
* why do you infectyourselfwith them?* Malonelongago
pointed out that 'the very false gallop of verses* could
be paralleled in the following passage from Nashe's
Strange Newes, wherein Harvey's poetic flights are held
up to ridicule: 'I would trot a false gallop through the
rest of his ragged. Verses, but that if I should retort his
rime dogrell aright, I must make my verses (as he doth
his) run hobling like a Brewers Cart vpdn the stones,
and obserue no length in their feete; which were
absurdum per absurdius, to infect my vaine with his
imitation2.* Here we have not merely the coincidence
of 'false gallop of verses,* but also (as Furness noticed,
though Malone did not) the peculiar use of the word
'infect* in both passages, while the most interesting link
of all, which no one has hitherto observed, is.that
between 'hobling like a Brewers Cart vpon the stones*
and 'the right butter-women's rank to market'—a
parallel which shows that the borrowing so far from
ig deliberate on Shakespeare's part was probably
1	Life of Shakespeare, p. 208.
2	McKerrow, Nashe, i. 275.

